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SUMMARY ' : ' V' -' - " ,- , ; . ^ ' . '.. '-. , - .

Geophysical surveys^ consisting of magnetometer, Vertical 

Loop E,M* and a Ronka 16 survey, ware conducted ovor ^ group of 

claims in the southwest corner of Garrison Township, Ontario, in 

ordor to investigate and locate on the ground an Input air-born? 

E.M. anomaly therein located* Two anomalies, one of which is 

presumably the one detected by the air^bome unit, were located. 

Unfortunttely, results are not too conclusive. A more accurate
'' ' ' ' "f ,-'" '~ ' '' .* -:,

location as well as additional information concerning the nature 

of the conductor would be desirable. Turam E.M. and induced 

polarisation surveys would be useful in thie application.
; t " ' " - " '. 'J-'i-' *'-- "-

Drill testing of the conductors could be attempted on the 

basis of the information contained herein* However, chances of 

missing a none too specific target are increased by the great 

depth of overburden which is expected to be encountered.
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INTRODUCTION

An interesting, low amplitude, input E.Mi anomaly was dis 

covered in the southwest corner of Garrison Township, Northeastern 

Ontario, during the course of an air-borne survey conducted on 

the Company's behalf by Soloo Exploration Co. Ltd. A discussion 

oi thie ies available in the files1 .

A group of 21 claims, staked so as to include these anomalies, 

were acquired by the Company's crews, During the period of June 

5th to September 5th, 1966, a grid of lines was out over the 

property, and geophysical work consisting of a magnetometer, Vertical 

Loop and Ronka 16 survey, was carried out thereon, this work was 

performed by the Company's Noranda-based field crews.

Although the writer did not personally supervise this survey, 

it was carried out by persons with whose work he is acquainted and 

of whose competence he is assured. Field notes taken by the 

operators and the plotted resuUo have been scrutinized and found 

to be in order.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located in Garrieon Township, Northeastern 

Ontario, National Topographic Surveys Index 32 D 5i A location key 

has been included on the naps bound with this report. In addition,

1. Walker, W.B.O. Regional Exploration of the Lightning River Area,
March 3, 1966, ,*



a portion of the claim inap has been reproduced in Figure l attached 

hereto, which ie the air-borne E.M. anomaly location map.

PRQPEIITY

A base lino was cut through the centre portion bf the 

property .in an east-west direction. Tie lines were cut parallel 

to this base line at the north and south extreraeties of the claim 

group. The base line was arbitrarily assigned an ordinate value 

of 25 eouthj hence the north tie line became O and the south 44-s-OOS, 

The origin of the grid coordinate system was chosen at the inter 

section of the base line and a winter road which passes through the 

property. Over most of the grid lines are cut at 200-ft, intervals 

east and wuat of this origin and extended to the boundaries of the 

group. In the central portion, wherein the air-borne E. M. anomaly 

was able to bo located, lines were cut at 100-ft. intervals, 

These lineo were extended for 1000 feet on either side of the base 

lino, A third and fourth tie line, 1000 feet north of the base 

lino end another one 1000 feet south of the base ;lihe, were cut in
•r '

thie vicinity to control the position of these lines.

All of tho lines of the grid were chained relative to the 

arbitrary origin. Pickets were placed at 100-ft, Intervals along 

the linos, and tho line number and appropriate chainage, was duly 

recorded thereon. , '



EOIYSICAI

Iteadinga wero taken at 50-ft. intervals' on .all lines 

of the grid with n Sharpe MF-1 Fluxgate inagnetoawter, Thepe 

readings were corrected for instrument drift and diurnal variation 

by reading magnetic ba.ee stations at frequent intervale. A 

composite drift curve f or a particular day f s survey could be, con- 

etructed by comparing the observed readings at the magnetic base 

stations with previously determined base values* The correction 

for the particular tirae at vrtiich a magnetic station at a survey 

point had been read could b  determined by referenod, to tho drift 

chart conetructed for that particular day* Operators .were obliged 

to record the jaagnetlc reading for a station as wJll aa the time 

at which it v&e taken, , .

The results of the magnetometer purvey are plottod on a map 

which is presented herewith ae Plate 1. Isomagnetic lines have 

boon contoured on this map at appropriate intervals, fiojne 

relevant to the interpretation of this trap can be found below,

The fixed transmitter method was employed to conduct 

a Vertical Loop E,M, survey over the entire property, For thid 

ciothod, a trai^sinitter of a Vertical Loop E.M. eyetem le located 

at a convenient position on the grid. The angle and direction of 

dip of a null point is determined by a receiver at various stations
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along the (yrld. These are usually 500 feet north and south of the 

transmitter on linos which are up to 600 feet removed from the line 

on which the transmitter is located. Theoretically, the electro 

magnetic field from the transmitter will be disturbed by the presence 

of a conductor between it and the receiver. The position of the 

conductor can be determined by the dip angles as read by the receiver. 

To be uscablc for- this purpose, dip angles must be read with tho 

vertical plane of the transmitter coil and axis of the receiver 

coil oriented towards each other* This orientation can be accomplished 

by shouting, or by using a table of angles for the several reading 

points. A Sharpe SE-200 Vertical Loop E.M. unit was employed. 

Results using this equipment were relatively inconclusive, and 

those areas of tho grid which appear to be conductive were re-surveyed 

using p, Sheridan-Kelk roagniphase unit in the Vertical Loop Mode, 

This check work was done using only the higher (2200 OPS) of the 

two frequencies available on the magniphaBC unit.

Lower frequency signals (SB-200, 860 OPS) were impossible 

to hear at distances from the transmitter greater than 400 feet. 

This situation has been encountered occasionally where deep clay 

overburden occurs.

The resuits of the Vertical Loop E,M. survey have been 

plotted and arc bound herewith aa Plate 2. Readings obtained by 

the high and low frequencies as well as the direction of true cross 

overs are indicated on the map legend.
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3* ^nJtaJEAMA ̂ Surveif

Dip angles and quadrature readings ae observed on the 

Ronka E.M. 16 unit wore recorded along ali lines of the grid at 

l(X)-ft. intervals* A submarine navigational aid station, located 

in Maine, broadcasting a 20 kc audio-modulated signal from a Vertical 

loop antenna wae used as the electromagnetic field source for this 

survey. The receiver records the different direction 6f the signal 

ae well as the quadrature reading at each station. At this writing 

relatively little is known about the interpretation of results 

from the E.K. 16, and the survey was performed nore for informational 

purposes than as a means of direct exploration.

Dip angles and quadrature readings as determined by the 

K. H. 16 havo been plotted and prof lied on a plan included with this 

report as Plate 3*

A contact running roughly in an east-wast direction in 

the vicinity of 4CH00S IB indicated by the magnetic contour fflftp 

(see Plate l). This 'contact* is not ae obvious as those indicated 

by the magnetic method elsewhere in the Lightning River area, but 

it must be born  in mind that overburden here is very deep. This 

'contact* (nay separate more basic volcanic rocks which would occur 

to the south from relatively wore acid rocks such as rhyolite B and 

dacitcB, which would be north of it. A second aohe of magnetic 

highs is visible in the northeast corner of .the grid, but this high
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acme is believed to bo caused by thinning of overburden rather 

than by a change in bedrock material.

The magnetically anomalous area at 40*OOS appears to be con 

ductive between IB iOOE and 22+OOE. This conductor le marked V-2 on 

the plan of the Vertical Loop survey (Plate 2). Use of a higher 

frequency in the E.M. survey causes the conductor axis .to shift 

slightly to the north, indicating a southward dipj this is because 

lower frequencies tend to respond deeper, hence farther down the dip 

of conductive bodies. The high frequency survey indicates a second 

conductor axis some 100 to 150 feet south of that shown by the 

SB-200. This crossover is probably related to the first only in a 

secondary wanner. The higher the frequency employed in an E.M. 

system, the greater is the tendency for the unit to. discriminate 

against narrow ptoep-dipping conductors such as would be associated 

with metallic or graphitic veins and electrolyte-filled shears, 

and in favour of flat-lying, relatively poor conductors euch as 

clays. -

The conductor marked 1WL on Plate 2 falls into this category. 

Response is much ctronger when th  higher frequency is employed. 

The short wave lengths of the E.M, profiles in the anomalous area 

further suggest that the conductor does not go to depth.

Hence there are only two conductors of any interest shown 

on the map, one of which, V-2, may possibly be caused by sulphides, 

the other, V-l, is probably associated with conductive clays.

The contention stated above is somewhat substantiated by
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the results of the E.K. 16 survey. Three conductive areas (R-4, 

R-7 and R-2) are observed to strike northwest across the property* 

This le in the direction of glaciation end most probably the 

direction in which clay-filled bedrock depressions would occur.
f\

It has been observed elsewhere'1 that the E,K. 16 unit tends to be 

iriost strongly influenced by this type of conductor which is 

associated with clay. It is noteworthy to observe that the con 

ductor marked V-l on Plate l io completely obscured on the E,M. 16 

map, Thic same propensity for the unit not to detect good con-

ductorr. in the bedrock is observed in the geophysical survey of
3 

Barnet Township. A strong conductor, marked on Plate 3 as R-l,

occurs ir* the same vicinity as conductor V-l, The relatively 

short wave lengths of the anomaly further suggest, but do not 

confirm, that this anomaly is caused by an overburden conductor. 

Other conductor axes which have been marked on the map of the 

E.M, 16 survey are considered to be of little importance.

Unfortunately some doubt remains ae to whether or not 

anomalies indicated by the air-borne E.M, survey have in fact been 

located. According to the strike and location of the air-borne 

anomalies (see Fig, l), the conductor V-l on the K,M, map or B~l 

on the E.M. 16 map, should represent these anomalies. However, 

for reasons outlined above, there is some doubt as to whether or not

2. MacLean, H,D. Geophysical Survey, Barnet Township, September 29, 1966. 
G.P. 6610.

3. Op. Cit.

J
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this conductor can bo associated with sulphides. This writer
' ' . - " ' -" '' ' , ' 'l -' ' - '- - . : . ' ' ' ', ' ' L ' ' "' 

- ' . '-* -.' . '' -1 ' ' ' . s- ; '' ^ v ' ' - ": ' - ' ' ' S '

doubts thfit a fourth channel anonaly on the Seloo input B.H. system 

would bo obtained from an overburden type conductor*

Of course the possibility exists that the poaitionsof the 

air-borne E.M. anomalies are too ffir north, and that the conductor
V, "''-' ' ' ' - ' Y'*'"' '''''**. ,. . : '

actually detected is the one marked V-2, located at 40*005; 18KXXB* 

Thie v/riter tends to be, inclined towards thie view| the latt*ir 

anomaly ie more favourably ?.opeted^ on a wgnetic ..anomaly if 'not 

a geologic contact, and it exhibits a favourable response ratio of 

the high to low freo^onciae* ; ' . v

The short conductor could eaeily bo missed, however, foy an 

air-bor-ne survey, and the strike length ,of V*2 is not ae great ae 

that indicated Toy Figure 1. ft would, thtoHfolfe, have to be oon** 

eluded that the anowaly hae not beflin e&tisiactorily delineated by 

the above used ground methods. . . ;

Since the great depth of overburden tn this area would make 

drill testing relatively expensive, a wore accurate location of. the 

conductor axis as well ae wore information about the nature of the
., "' ' ' . ' '. .,. * , '

conductor should be obtained. The best means of acquiring this
". ' - ' ' . ' .' : ; . ' ' '

inforauttion would be to conduct a Turam E.M. and Induced polarisation 

survey over the anomlous portions of the property. The Turam U.K. 

eyatem works well, to depths in excess of 300 feet, and this
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equipi*nt could be used to accurately position the conductor axis. 

The Induced polarization eurvey should employ the three electrode- 

array v/ith electrode separations of 100, 200, 300 and AGO feet. 

Thus an indication of the depth of any J.P. anomalies discovered 

would bo available, This information, combined with the knowledge 

of the depth of overburden which could be accurately obtained from 

seismic profiles, could, be used to sejxarat  J.P. anomalies caused 

by claye from thoo  caused by metallic materials within bedrock. 

No I.P. effect is associated with electrolytic conductors 

such as occur in wut shears, and the survey would eliminate this 

type of conductor. Unfortunately, certain clays do polarize, thus 

causing anomalies, but the writer opines that anomalies from this 

source could bo identified on the basis of other information, such 

at; E.H. and seismic surveys which would be available.

Respectfully submitted,

H. D. HacLean, 
P, Geoph.
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APPENDIX I

INSTRUMENTS USED

Sharpe MF-1 Fluxgate Magnet owe ter, Ser. #50312?, 
Sensitivity raeaeureis l part in 10,000j 
i.e., 5 gammas in 50,000.

2. E.M. Survey - " - 1 ' - 'V '- '' -

SJmrix) SE~200 Vertical Loop E.H.. Sor* #454.
Sherid&n-Kelk Magniphase, Ser. #11.

3. Ronka E.M. 16,, Jtanufactured by Oeonice Limited*
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APPENDIX

Township, NTS 32 D 5
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